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The year in which the Equal Pay Act, to protect against gender-based wage discrimination,

was passed: 1963

The year in which the Age Discrimination in Employment Act was passed: 1967

The year in which the Americans with Disabilities Act was passed: 1990

In the ten-year period from 1997 to 2006, the percentage of charges of discrimination under

the ADA filed with the EEOC that were determined to have no reasonable cause: 55.5%

(U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission)

Number of workers in the US in 2000: 128.3 million

Percent of these workers who drove to work: 76 %

Percent who used public transportation: 4.7 %

(U.S. Census Bureau: Journey to Work, Census 2000)

The most dangerous day of the week to work in private industry: Tuesday

(U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, November 2006)

Work Words

It may be mildly noted at a summer

picnic in July each year, the passage

of the Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA) in 1990 on July 26. This past

summer, however, the occasion of

the 17th anniversary of the passage

of the ADA was a more elaborate,

nationwide affair. A national aware-

ness campaign, The Road to

Freedom, began its yearlong cross-

country bus tour on November 15,

2006. It was modeled after the 

original trek by Justin and Yoshiko

Dart to gather support for the ADA.

The Road to Freedom bus tour

stopped in Greeley and Denver 

this past June. In Denver the tour

was celebrated by about 80 people,

including Mayor John Hickenlooper,

Julie Reiskin and others from the

Colorado Cross-Disability Coaltion,

Mark Simon and others from the

Governor’s Blue Ribbon

Commission on Healthcare, and

Joan Henneberry from the

Colorado Department of Health

Care Policy and Finance.

In Greeley, an equally large crowd

greeted the tour, including Tom

Selders, the mayor of Greeley,

and Menda Warne, former

Council member and now the

mayor of Gilcrest. 

Why conduct a yearlong

national tour after the ADA has

been in place for 17 years? The

Supreme Court has issued a

series of decisions since 1999

that have eroded the effectiveness 

of the ADA’s protections for

employees with disabilities. The

Road to Freedom tour has helped 

to raise citizens’ awareness of the

impact Supreme Court decisions

have had on people with disabilities,

and the need to restore Congress’

original intent. On July 26, 2007,

Majority Leader Steny Hoyer intro-

duced the ADA Restoration Act of

2007 in the House, and Senator 

Tom Harkin introduced it in 

the Senate.

In his remarks on July 26, 2007

Representative Hoyer said, “Let me

be clear: This is not what Congress

intended when it passed the ADA.

We intended a broad application 

of this law. Simply put, the point of

the ADA is not disability, it is the 

prevention of wrongful and unlawful

discrimination.”

Put simply, the outcomes of the

Supreme Court decisions in eight

cases seeking protection against 

discrimination under the ADA have

allowed employers to focus on 

disability rather than discrimination.

The decisions have resulted in

employees being caught in a 

Catch-22 where the Court and the

employers have considered the

employees too disabled to do the

job, but not disabled enough to be

protected by the ADA. The ADA was

intended to apply to everyone who

experienced discrimination on the

basis of disability, not just those with

significant disabilities.

The ADA Restoration Act (H.R. 3195

and S. 1881) is co-sponsored by

Colorado Representatives

DeGette and Perlmutter. Neither

Colorado Senator has signed 

on as a co-sponsor. As the Road

to Freedom Tour nears its end, it

is time for Coloradans to let their

representatives in Congress

know how important it is to

restore the ADA and return its

focus to discrimination, not 

disability labels. The issue is 

fundamentally a civil rights 

issue, and the opportunity to

restore the ADA to its original

strength must be seized.

� � � � � � �
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Council Members:

New DVD set from
Watch Our Words
Many news stories spread alarm and excitement about life for a person

who has Autism. A Colorado group named Watch Our Words recently

released a video chronicling the lives of individual members and providing

detailed information about the method of communication they use to

achieve success in life. Three of the WOW members are from Boulder 

and Broomfield Counties. Mike Hoover, Boulder, talks of a life prior to 1992

when his choices were limited to pointing to objects and to people guessing

his needs. Now his eloquence has expanded beyond expression in his 

personal life to disability advocacy on a national scale. Jaison Hart,

Superior, provides a fascinating and vivid description of what it is like to live

in a world with overwhelming sensory integration challenges and how using

this form of communication allows him to reach out and let others know not

only his needs but also his creative thoughts and deepest feelings. Jaison

has started writing a play and he intends to earn a living as a playwright.

Dan Sutter, Broomfield, explains his decision to move to Colorado to be

near other friends who use the communication method that changed all 

of their lives. One member runs his own t-shirt company and the last 

member participating in the video, who now types independently, describes

her college experiences. WOW’s two-DVD set is available free from the

Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council, 3401 Quebec St., Suite

6001, Denver, Colorado. The DVD titled “Our Stories” contains five

10–12 minute segments about the lives of five WOW’s members. The

second video, titled “FC Training” gives an hour-long introduction to this

communication method, its history, ways to validate the user’s words, and

how to introduce it. Mike Hoover showed portions of the training video at

the conference of the Autism National Committee in Edmonton, Alberta,

Canada on October 12. Following the presentation, several individuals 

successfully used the method for the first time—an event chronicled by

CNN cameramen who were filming at the conference of the National 

Autism Committee.  

WOW members meet monthly. Their website www.wowcolorado.org

provides additional details. Requests are welcome for WOW to provide

information sessions or training to individuals and groups.

People say that sheltered workshops provide work for

people with disabilities. They say that self-advocates

can earn a pay check, work with their friends, and

learn how to do a job.

People say that at day centers self-advocates learn

daily living skills like how to cook, fix a bed, read

signs, and stay safe. They also receive other services,

like physical therapy.

Well… Yes. Maybe. It is true that in many workshops

people are working and at day centers people are

learning new things.  

Take a closer look. What do you see? Self-advocates

see a lot of people wasting their day away. They are

sorting nuts and bolts or rubber bands, writing their

name over and over, watching TV, sleeping, and play-

ing monopoly or some other game. Is this real work?

This is all “busywork” to keep people occupied all day

without doing anything meaningful or interesting. This

is wasting the day away. Today. Tomorrow.
Every day. Are you wasting your
day away?

Did you know?
Did you know that most adult self-advocates who

receive services go to workshops and day centers?  

The graph compares the number of people in 2004

that were in workshops or day centers with the num-

ber of people in supported employment. The number

of people in workshops or day centers was 381,472

compared to 118,391 people in supported employ-

ment. That’s about two-thirds more people in segre-

gated settings than in the community! Is it like
this where YOU live?

This information is from the Coleman Institute website:

www.cu.edu/ColemanInstitute/stateofthestates/United

States.html

The material for this article was taken from 

The Riot! Issue 14 online newsletter for 

October 2007, a national e-newsletter from the 

Self-Advocate Leadership Network @ HSRI. 

HSRI, the Human Services Research Instititute.

Check it out at:

http://www.hsri.org/leaders/theriot/

The entire The Riot! October 2007 issue is at:

http://www.hsri.org/leaders/theriot/download.htm

How People Spend Their Day
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What the Council 
is NOT:

A state government agency that works for state

departments such as health, education, human

services, transportation, or higher education.

A board that is filled with community 

volunteers based on the mission, similar to 

a non-profit board of directors.

Focuses on whatever is determined to be a 

priority by other agencies or individual 

members of the Council

Funds whatever already exists and is 

supported to maintain the status quo

Funds segregated activities (for example, 

Special Olympics, enclaves and work crews), 

or supplants supports that should be 

or are already in place. 

Grants dollars based on whatever 

proposal comes in or committee 

members’ recommendations.

Supports of legislation that limits rights, such 

as insurance for providers that limits liability 

coverage, and policies that support segregated

schools for students with disabilities.

What the Council Is:
Each state has a Council that is fully 

federally funded through the Developmental

Disabilities Act. The Council works on 

system change via public policy efforts and 

best practices as exemplified through 

demonstration grants. 

An advocacy group of 24 members 

appointed by the Governor, 60% of 

whom are mandated as family members 

or persons with a disability.

Focuses Council time and grant dollars 

toward system change based on a 

Five-Year Plan with specific 

goals and objectives.

Creates system change through cutting 

edge grant-making of $300,000 annually

Funds projects based on the values of inclusion,

community, and interdependence.

Determines what is funded based on the 

goals of the Five-Year Plan and the issuing of

RFPs to the public for competitive bid.

Supports policies, legislation, and rights that

include individuals with disabilities in work, 

school and community as equal citizens.�
�

�
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The North Carolina Developmental

Disabilities Council has recently

funded an effort to distinguish

best practices among service

providers in an overall effort to

develop leadership for current

and future providers. The

Council located eight providers

nationwide who they found to

meet criteria for best practices

and then held a three and a

half day collaborative to dis-

cern the common elements of

leadership with the wide range

of providers who participated.

Agencies highlighted include:  

� Options in Community

Living in Madison, Wisconsin

� Common Ground in

Littleton, New Hampshire 

� Jay Nolan Community

Services in Los Angeles,

California 

� Nonotuck Community

Resources in Northampton,

Massachusetts 

� Onondaga Community

Services in Syracuse, 

New York 

� Polus Center in

Worcester, Massachusetts 

� Total Living Concept in

Seattle, Washington 

� Independent Living in

Baton Rough, Louisiana  

The most salient characteristics

are summarized below and 

are not intended to create a

‘one size fits all’ to definition 

of best practices.  

The common traits among the

agencies are: 

� had been in the field for at

least 15 years,

� did not use a ‘shift’ staff

model, people lived together,

� used individualized 

supports as they co-existed

alongside large agencies

who relied on group models

of service,

� all supports were individual-

ized beyond the ‘I’ paper plan,

� did not use any group

models such as group

homes or two individuals

sharing an apartment,

� successfully complied with

federal and state requirements

on a multi-year basis,

� allowed for individualized

budgeting for individuals 

in service,

� supported people with

significant support needs,

including behavioral needs, 

� co-existed with multiple

changes in political parties,

administrations, and policies,

� located and retained staff

sufficiently to be viable on

an ongoing basis,

� purposely small and 

indicated this had helped

them stay person-focused,

� survived on very frugal

administrative budgets,

� believed that they had 

to struggle to truly meet 

individual needs knowing

that there would always be

another crisis to respond 

to, and 

� realized there is great 

joy in the direct work 

they do as well as great

respect for families and 

the direct care staff doing

the real work.  

Another interesting concept

from Syracuse is that the

agency has individuals or 

families who voluntarily live

with individuals with disabili-

ties, thus there is not a paid

relationship for supports. 

This is not a concept that has

been developed or considered

in Colorado. A last interesting

quality is that of providing 

individual supports at all costs,

even when it may have been

easier to have two people

within the same agency live

together. The terms ‘self-

directed, or self-determination,

or consumer directed’ can

largely be ignored as all of 

the foundations of those 

principles are included in 

providing all individualized

supports. The continued 

definition of these terms is

unnecessary based on simply

really, really individualizing it

all. For more information go 

to www.nccdd.org and search

for the Ashville Coalition.

� � � � � � �
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Breakfast at Midnight
The journal, Health Affairs, makes some of its articles available to be read online,

and thus we direct you to “Breakfast at Midnight,” by Judy Karasik. Judy writes

about her family’s frustrating experience with the systems that provide services 

to people with disabilities, and those systems’ difficulties in approaching employ-

ment prospects for a person with unusual capabilities and significant needs for

support. Judy visited Colorado last year and may be known to some current and

former Council members. For others, you may also learn about her family in a

book she wrote with her brother, Paul, entitled “The Ride Together: A Brother 

and Sister’s Memoir of Autism in the Family.” For her recent article please go to:

http://content.healthaffairs.org/cgi/content/full/26/5/1431

Best Practices Explored via North Carolina
Developmental Disabilities Council Grant
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So what did Jeannie Johnson Padilla teach me from her

fight for freedom? She taught me to never give up on

your goals and dreams. I think that lesson of fighting 

or my goals and dreams has made me realize that a

mixture of ingenuity, a will to defeat society’s norms and

ideals about people with disabilities without lowering your

own standards, and being as stubborn as a pack of

mules until you have reached your destination is the 

only way I know how to live. 

Living this way has helped me achieve a lot of my 

personal goals along the way. Some of these goals

include being a husband to a wonderful lady for almost 

8 years, being a father of a crazy little girl that accepts

her parents for who we are, being a good son and 

brother to my immediate family, being a football coach 

or 18 years at three levels of competition middle school,

high school, and college, and lastly, making society take

note that if people judge me for my outward appearance

and they way I slur my speech instead of what I know,

they are not going to see the whole picture.

A couple quick stories about how people have 

perceived me along the way on my many adventures 

of Employment to conclude my thoughts. After I passed

my preliminary test to be a Tax Associate at H&R Block

three years ago, I went for my job interview with our 

former District Manager, Owen Gard, and he asked me

why I wanted to work there. I said something like I was

looking to be a professional at something and I would

give it all I had to reach that goal. After awhile of us talk-

ing about who I was and about my desires to work there,

he leaned forward and said, “You have balls and I see

your desire to work here, before you came in here I was

trying to figure out how to tell you that we could not use

you. Now I see that would have been a mistake, you’re

hired.” Owen’s first perception of me is what most

employers see. They see the chair, they hear the

speech, probably see the drooling, and say to them-

selves, “Not a chance.” I relive this situation over and

over because I see the looks and hear the gasps of 

people who have no concept of what disability is, Some

of my former employers have a tendency to know how 

to help people with disabilities find jobs or give services

to people with developmental disabilities, but lack the

ability to fully accept a person with a severe disability as 

a co-worker. It takes a person like Owen Gard and now 

Jene Yodder to say, “Ok, you are here with us, now we

expect the same from you as anyone else.” 

Perception is everything in our society. For people with 

disabilities the ability to attain the perception of being

able to make a living like everyone else, acquire a

good work ethic, and to become a professional at a job

that does not consist of the 3 F’s, food, filth, and flowers,

we as a society need to rethink how we educate, train,

and build a person with a disability’s self-esteem to

make something of themselves in society today. If you

get anything out of this talk remember 3 things, in

order for the Americans with Disabilities Act to have full

effect, we must, one, give people with disabilities the

ability to develop book and street smarts, two, the ability

to attain a feeling of an unwavering empowerment, and

lastly we must change how we, as a society, perceive

people with disabilities when people with disabilities

are seeking employment.

Hey take this hint; busting my own ass has made me 

well respected in 2 of the most successful companies,

H&R Block and Wal-Mart. So, when you see me 

waving goodbye and saying, “Have a nice day,” or

preparing taxes at H&R Block during tax season, or

coaching the East Heavyweight 49ers and now Bears

with Rick Diaz, Big Mike, Doug Hurst, and for 2 years

with Mark Verna, Ted Quinton, John Jay, and Henry

Stoffel, or being a family man to my wife and daughter,

remember, I might have a disability but with the help 

of my family and my true friends out there, I have 

been empowered to make my own

American Way. God Bless you all 

and thank you. 

� � � � � � �
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July 26, 2007

Anniversary 
Celebration of the ADA 
in Grand Junction

Council member, Chris Luby, gave the following remarks

in Grand Junction this year:

Good morning, I am honored to be your keynote speaker

as we celebrate the seventeenth anniversary of the

American with Disabilities Act that was signed by

President George H W Bush. When I was approached

by Sherry to be your keynote speaker, I did not really

know how to approach this topic because most of the

time I am not what you call a politically correct kind of guy

when it comes to the three titles of the act. For those of

you that are not familiar with the three titles, I will briefly

mention them. They are: employment, public services,

and public accommodations and services operated by

private entities. Now, if you want the specifics on each 

Act I suggest you call Mary Elizabeth Moore at Center 

for Independence, she does an outstanding job breaking

down all the technical components of each title.

So over the following weeks, I began to think about what

I could tell you all without being boring as a chemistry

class at eight a m on a Monday morning and not as 

outlandish as a ADAPT rally in

Washington DC- I still have night-

mares about both of them. Then 

I told myself to remember what

helped me along the way to 

succeed. Allow me to elaborate.

My mother, Gina Luby, taught me

at a young age that there are two

kinds of smarts that a person can

attain to succeed in life; you have

book smarts and street smarts.

When you have book smarts you

will know the majority of theories of

Sciences, laws that govern the

land, and other things that come

out of fifty pound books at your Local College Institution.

What you lack from being book smart is the ability to

make quick decisions when there is not a theory or a

postulate to back that decision up, the decision making

process might stump the book smart person a bit. Now

when you have street smarts, you can learn by life expe-

riences and you can adjust to your surroundings within

minutes after you are in that environment even though

you might lack the theories and postulates of a person

that is book smart. But when you combine a person that

is both book smart and street smart, you have a person

who will probably be able to improvise in most of society’s

arenas because that person knows empowerment.

Empowerment, what is it? How can you

describe empowerment? That is easy for me. 

Back in the mid 80s, I met two of my heroes at the Grand

Junction Regional Center. Some of you may remember

their names, Jeannie Johnson Padilla and Arthur Padilla. 

I met Jeannie when I went to therapy at the State Home

and while she could not talk, you could tell she had a

goal. That goal had two parts and most people only knew

one part which was to get out of the State Home and all

the nightmares that came with living there, just think of it

as a disabled Alcatraz and you will get the picture.

Anyways, when a State Dude approached Jeannie about

leaving the State Home and living in a host home envi-

ronment, she slowly spelled out the phrase: “Get me the

Hell out of here.” Some time after that, Jeannie rode a

wheelie to Greeley to a Host Home environment. A few

months later, the State Dude came

to see how she was doing and

then Jeannie gave him part two as

she slowly spelled: “Good, but

need Arthur here.” Then in the

summer of 1993, in between my

Sophomore and Junior year in 

college I saw Arthur and Jeanie 

living in a Host Home off of 20th

street in Greeley as the two

planned to be married a few weeks

later. Even though their time

together here on earth did not last

long, I often imagine the couple

embracing in an everlasting dance.

God Bless them.
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